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1. Introduction 
 
 
As a thermal separation method, distillation is one of the most important separation technologies 
in the chemical industry. Basically, in every production process sorne of the chemicals go through 
at least one distillation column on their way from raw species to final product. Distillation is 
and will remain the separation method of choice in the chemical industry (there are more than 
50.000 columns in operation around the world). Despite its flexibility and widespread use, this 
unit operation is very energy demanding, which constitutes one important drawback. Distillation 
can generate more than 50% of plant operating costs and it is the responsible of 3% of the energy 
usage in the US (notice that the thermodynamic efficiency of a distillation column is between 
5-20%). In order to reduce this drawback new approaches and configurations have appeared. 
 
 
Conventional temary separations progressed via thermally coupled columns such as Petlyuk con- 
figuration to a novel design that integrates two distillation columns into one shell setup known 
today as dividing-wall column (DWC). The DWC concept is a major breakthrough in distilla- 
tion technology, as both energy consumption and capital cost can be reduced. In fact, using 
dividing-wall columns can save up to 30% in the capital invested and up to 40% in the energy 
costs particularly for close boiling species. Several companies like Montz, BASF or AzkoNobel 
are actively researching in this area (Kiss 2012, Bravo-Bravo 2010). However, the control of a 
divided-wall column is more difficult than the control of a conventional schema with two columns 
for the separation of temary mixtures because there is more interaction among control loops. 
 
 
Sorne recent work has been presented extending DWC to other distillation setups, like extractive 
DWC and reactive DWC with important industrial applications like using extractive DWC for 
bioethanol dehydration. Sorne work has been done related to have a good control structure for 
conventional DWC (van Diggelen 2010, Kiss and Suszwalak 2011) or their control using mul- 
tivariable predicive control (Rodriguez and Chinea 2012, Rewagad and Kiss 2012) but there are 





